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Let L be a finite group such that L/O,(L) 2: SL,(p”) and C,(O,(L)) < 
O,(L). There are fundamental results of Baumann [2], for p= 2, and Niles 
[5] which show that one of the following holds for P E Syl,(L): 
(a) cl(P) = 2, and there is exactly one noncentral chief-factor of L in
O,(L). 
(b) p = 3, cl(P) = 3, and there are xactly two noncentral chief-factors 
of L in O,(L). 
(c) There xists a nontrivial ch racteristic subgroup C of P which is 
normal in L. 
Suppose that L is subgroup ofanother g oup X, then the above result can 
be used to solve the following pushing up problem: Isthere a p-local 
subgroup ofX containing L and N,(P)? 
Either N,(C) is such adesired subgroup, or one gets detailed information 
about P. 
In this article we want o prove alocal version ofthe above result starting 
with the group X in which L is embedded asa subgroup. Forthis purpose 
we use a graph-theoretic approach w ich is short and elementary. 
HYPOTHESIS I. Let X be a finite group, L a subgroup ofX and p a prime 
such that 
(a) CL(O,tL)) < O,(Lh 
@I L/O,(L) = G(q), q = P”, 
(c) O”(L) is contained inan unique maximal p-local subgroup M of 
X. 
THEOREM. Assume Hypothesis I. Then one of the following holds for 
P E Syl,(L): 
(i) NAP) & M, 
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(ii) ]O,(L)( < q3, cl(P) = 2, O,(L) is elementary Abeliun, and 
O,(L)/Z(L) isa natural module for L/O,(L), 
(iii) p = l(2), cl(P) = 3, jOp( = q5, Z(O,(L)) and O,(L)/Z(O,(L)) 
are elementary Abeliun, and Z(O,(L))/Z(L) and O,(L)/Z(O,(L)) are 
natural modules for L/O,(L). 
A special case of this theorem was also proved by Aschbacher [ 11. 
DEFINITION. Let G = SL,(q), q = p”, and V be a GF(p)-module forG. 
Then I’ is a natural module for G, if and only if or P E Syl,(G) 
(a> [V,P,Pl= 1, 
(b) I ~/Cv(P)I = ICvW = 4, 
(c) [I’, G’] # 1. 
PROPOSITION. Suppose that G = SL,(q), q=p”, 1 # T < P E SylJG) 
and V is a GF(p)-module for G such that 
(a) [V,T,Tl=L 
(b) I VKvV’I G I TIT 
(c) [V, G’] # 1. 
Then P = T, 1 V/C,(P)1 = ] PI, and V/C,(G) is a natural module for G. 
Proof By induction on ] V] we may assume that C,(G) = 1 and V is 
irreducible. In thefollowing we use Dickson’s li t ofthe subgroups of L,(q) 
[6, II 8.271. 
Let gE G\N,(P), G = (T, Tg), and set R = C,(G). 
If R = 1 for every choice ofTg, then {C,(YJg I E G} is a set of at least 
(PI + 1 TI-subgroups and C,(t) n Cy(Tg) = 1 for cE T”, in particular, by (a) 
I TI G I CVP-X Th eirreducibility of V and (a) and (b) imply V= C,(T) X
Cy(Tg), ] V] = IT]* = ]C,(T)]’ andT= P. 
We may assume now that R # 1 for some gE GwG(P). If q is odd, then 
Z(G) = Z(c) # 1 and [Z(G), R]= 1. This contradicts the irreducibility of V. 
Let q be even. If I T] = 2, then there exists g’E G such that (T, Tc) s 
D 2(q+ ,). Since (T, Tt) operates faithfully on the module V/C,(T) n Cy(Tz) 
of order 4, we get qt 1 = 3, and the assertion follows. 
If I T] > 2, then G’ 2 SL,(q3, < ] q. There xists a complement R for P n G 
in N&T,), and z is contained in a complement K for P in N,(P). Since 
R # 1, we get by induction on ]VI that R = C,(Z?). Hence R is normalized 
by (K, T, Tg) = G, which contradicts the irreducibility of V. 
Proof of the Theorem. In the following we assume that L is a minimal 
counterexample and pick xE N,(P)\M. Set G = (L, L”). 
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(1) O,(G) = 1, in particular Lx $ M. 
This follows immediately from Hypothesis I(c). 
Let r be the graph with vertex set {Lg/g E G} U (L’g/g E G}, where two 
vertices areadjacent, if and only if they have nonempty intersection. G 
operates on r by right multiplication. 
The next hree properties ar  easy consequences of the definition of r and 
have been proved in [3, (2.4)]: 
(2) r is connected. 
(3) G is edge-transitive on r butnot vertex-transitive. 
(4) There are adjacent vertices a and /3 which are representatives for 
the two G-orbits of vertices such that G, = L, G, = L” and G, n G, = 
LnLx. 
Note that by (3) and (4) vertex-stabilizers are conjugate to L or Lx and 
edge-stabilizers to L n Lx.
We fix the following notation. For6 E r, d(6) and arcs (&,,..., S,) of
length n are defined asin [3], d( , ) is the usual distance metric onr. 
Q, = O,G), 
Z, = (Q,GW))l~ E SY~,G>>, 
6, = min(d(4 S’) IZ, 4 Q,O, 
b=rnnbg. 
a and /I are as in (4) such that b, = b, and a’ E r is chosen such that 
y = (a,..., a’) is an arc of length b and Z, Z& Q,,, R = [Z,, Z,,]. We denote 
the vertices in yby (a, a+ l,..., a + b) or (a’ -b ,..., a’ - 1, a’). By (3) we 
may assume, inaddition, that Q, 4 G,, , . 
(5) Let 6, and 6, be adjacent vertices in r, and let Ybe a subgroup of
G,, n G,, such that N,(Y)si istransitive on d(6,) for i= 1, 2. Then Y = 1. 
BY (3, (2.3)1 y is in G,, the stabilizer of every vertex ofr. Since G, is in 
G, n G, we get from (4) and the structure of SL,(q) that G, is a p-group. 
Now (1) yields Y = 1. 
An immediate consequence of (5) is 
(6) Z, 4 Z(G,) for 6E r. 
(7) For (6, S’} = {a, a’} we have Z, Q,, E Syl,(G,,), and 
Zw/Q,(Z(Gw)) is anatural module for G,,/Q,,. 
The minimality of b, implies Z,, < G,. Thus R < Z, f7 Z,,, and Z, 
operates quadratically on Z,,, i.e., [Z,,, Z , Z,] = 1, and (6) implies 
[Z,,, G;,] # 1. 
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It follows that IZ,Q,dQ,~I 2 IZ,K,KJ or Iz,~Q,/Q,l2 
I TJczp, ,)I* H ence, the proposition y elds equality andthe assertion. 
(8) For J Ed(a) with QA 4 Gatl and 1’ E d(a’) with Q,, 4 G,,-i, 
we have Z, 4 G,, and Z,, 4 G,. 
By symmetry, it suffices to show Z, 4 G,, .Assume Z, < G,, .Then by 
(7) and the minimality of b,[Z,,, Z ,] <R < Z,, and Z,Z, is normalized 
by (G,nG,,Z,,)=G,. 
Set W = ( Qya). Since Z,, < Q, + 1 and Q, is conjugate to Q, + r under G, , 
we get from (7) that 1Q, QJQ, I= q. N ow the structure of SL,(q) implies 
the following properties: 
(i) WQ, = G,, 
(ii) OP(G,) < W, 
(iii:) W = <Q,, Qfi> for gE G,\N,JQ, QJ. 
Now (iii) together with (7) yields IZ,Z,/Z, I = q and I Z,Z,/Z,Z, n
Z( W)l = q2. It follows that Z,Z, = Z,(Z,Z, A Z(W)), O,(W) = Q, n Q,, 
and 
(iv> Q, E SY~,W’I. 
The 3-Subgroup-Lemma applied to[Z,Z,, Q,, W] shows [Z,Z,, Q,] < 
Z(W) n Z,. Since Z, 4 Z, and Z,Z, < Z(O,( IV)), weget 
(VI lw,w))l2 q4. 
On the other hand Op(Ga) = Op(L) < W, and W fulfills Hypothesis I. The 
minimality of L and Q, 4 W imply that W is not a counterexample. Thus by
(v) assertion (i)of the theorem holds for W. Hence by (iv) N,(Q& < M, but 
G, = Lx Q N,(Q,) which contradicts (1).
Note that (8) implies Z,(G,,-, but Z,4 Q,,-,, and b = b, = b,. Set 
IT= [Z,, z,,-,I. 
(9) If b> 1, then IR I= IRI = q, R = Q,(Z(G,+ i)) and R= Q,(Z(G,)). 
Pick 1’ E d(a’) as in (8). If b > 1, then Z,, centralizes Z,, and, in 
particular, R. Hence by (7) and (8) (Z,,, Q, Q,, i) = G,, , centralizes R, 
and R < Z(G,+ i). On the other hand, IR I > q by (7) and Z(G,) n
Z(G,+ ,) = 1 by (5). Hence, again by (7) 1 R I = q and R = R,(Z(G,+ 1)). 
The assertion for R’ follows with the same argument. 
(10) l<b,=b,<2. 
Hypothesis I(a) implies b >0, and as shown above b, = b,. Assume 
b, > 1. From (7) and (9) we get JJ,(Z(S)) = RR for SE Syl,(G, n G,, 1). 
But R&Za,-,, and either b = 2 or [Z,, RI?] = 1 for ,l Ed(a’)\{a’ - 1). 
In the second case (7) yields Z,< G, which contradicts (8).
(11) b,= 2. 
Assume b, # 2. Then (10) implies b,= b, = 1. Set D = Qb n Qfj for 
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g E G,\Nc,(Q,Q,). Then W = (Z,, Z$) centralizes D, and by (7) 
G, = WQ,. On the other hand, Z, E$ D, and, since ] Q,/D I< q*, we get 
Q,=DZ,. 
With the same argument for @= (Z,, Zi), fE G,\N,D(Q,Q,), and 0” = 
Q, n Qi, it follows that Q, = DcI,. Hence we have D < Qa and D < Qb, 
and #(Q,) = d(D) and #(Q,) = 4(D). This implies 4(D) = 4(D) and with (5) 
4(D) = 1 = #(o’). Thus D < Z(G,) and fi < Z(G,), and, as above, wederive 
from (5) and (7) that Z(G,)nZ(G,) = 1 and IZ(G,)( <q. But then 
assertion (ii) ofthe theorem follows, andL is not a counterexample. 
(12) L is not a counterexample. 
We proceed asin (11). Set V, = (Z,“*) Z,. From (7) and (9) we get 
[Q,,V,]=V:,=i?=L!,(Z(G,)). Set D=Q,,nQ”,,nQ,, gEG, such 
that (a + I)g =/?. Again by (7) and the structure of SL,(q), 
G, = C,*(D) Q,. In particular, C,=(D) is transitive on d(a). 
Since a’ = (x + 2, we have ] Q,/D I< q4. If VJZ, is central in G,, then 
V,=Z,Z,=Z,Z,+,<G,,, a contradiction to (8). Thus V,/Z, is not 
central. Andit follows from the proposition and Q, = Z,Z,(Q, n Q,,) that 
IV,/V,nDI>q4 and Q,=DV,. In particular, D is normal in G, and 
[D, V,] = 1. 
With the same argume_nt we get for Vfla= (Zzb) Z,, 5 = Q,, , n Qg,, , 
f E G,\N,B(QBQ,) that [D, V,] = 1, Vi = R = L!,(Z(G,)) and that CGB(B) is 
transitive on d(J). 
Now (5) implies D n 0’ = 1. On the other hand, D < Q, and, since 2 < o”, 
4(D) < #(Q,) <B. Hence $(D) = 1 and D = E. This yields Q,= V, and 
] Q, 1 = q5, and Q,/Z, is a natural module for G,/Q,. 
Assume that q is even. Then by [4, Theorem 8.21 Q,/R is a direct sum of 
two natural modules. Since Q, is non-Abelian, one of these modules is 
extended by R’ to a non-Abelian group Yof order q3. Since SL,(2”) operates 
transitively on thenontrivial elements ofY/x, there are no involutions n 
r\i. Hence there are no involutions n Q,\Z,, since Q, = YZ,. This 
contradicts Z, < Q, and Z, 4 Z,. 
Thus we have seen that assertion (iii) of the theorem holds, and L is not a 
counterexample. 
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